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Artificial Intelligence (AI) is anticipated, within the next 15 years, to adversely affect 

employment in the 1st World. Estimates are as high as 40% redundancies in the next 30 years, 

in both blue collar & white collar jobs.  

For example; Fully automated Robots can easily cope with the heavy lifting & packing in a 

warehouse on a 24 hour basis with no breaks, or health & safety, or insurance costs. 

Algorithms are already due to replace Day Traders on the Stock Markets, based on their 

ability to process data faster and more accurately than a Human being and therefore less 

likelihood of any costly errors.  

In both cases, Employers would not have expensive illness or severance costs to consider.   

 

Mass unemployment is a key issue for every Government, due to the social and economic 

implications. Unemployment is an additional burden on Tax Payers, and society in general. 

Therefore, with our strategy to monetise Extreme Poverty by creating jobs in the 1st World  

as well as the 3rd World, could significantly help Governments avoid this important issue. 

 

Unemployed people in the 1st World will be given jobs to effectively help Mentor a Business, 

or Induvial, in the emerging economies. 

 

For Example; 

 1st World Mentor   3rd World Entrepreneur 

Teach Language (e.g. English, French, etc.)  Learn English for International Trade 

Teach Accountancy Financial Statements for Enterprise 

Specialist knowledge, relative to Business Learning skills, relative to specific Business 

Legal knowledge for Trading, etc. Access to International markets  

Basic Hygiene & Healthcare Improving environment for Family. 

 

The 1st World Mentor may communicate with the 3rd World business via the internet,  

i.e. Skype, Facebook, etc. (Alternatively via Correspondence, due to lack of connectivity). 

The Mentor could also go visit the respective Entrepreneur (Under specific circumstances.)  

to volunteer in their Community and provide hands-on expertise, as required.  

 

The Mentor may choose any Businesses relative to their respective Skill set. Otherwise they 

could be taught the necessary skills prior to engaging with the 3rd World Entrepreneurs.  

 

Each Mentor can have as many businesses in their Portfolio as possible. If they’re Part-time, 

between 50-80, or Full-time up to 300 individuals & companies, in one region, or country.  

This amount could potentially grow to 500, subject to workload and direct involvement. 

As these Businesses grow and become much more established, the Mentor may choose to 

find new Entrepreneurs or Businesses, or develop their existing relationships even further.  

 

There are over 1 Billion potential Entrepreneurs currently living in extreme poverty in the 

emerging markets.  
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